
 

Use ACA to Fuel Successful Angel Investments  

 

Smart, professional and successful angel investors know that it takes a team to ensure that in-vestments are strategic and 
portfolio companies have the best opportunity for successful exits. With more than 13,000+ active angel investors including 
240 angel groups and platforms, and deep partnerships with angel investing research organizations, Angel Capital 

Association can help you build and execute a winning investment strategy.  

 

Seven Smart Ways to Leverage Your ACA Membership  

1. Learn from other experienced angel investors while you network and exchange ideas at the ACA Summit and ACA 

Angel Insights Exchange and regional meetings. Members receive discounts.  

2. Put your ACA angel connections to use with the ACA members only directory, then expand deal flow, syndicate 

deals or invest in specific industries with ACA sector groups. Free to ACA members.  

3. Stay on top of best practices and trends through bi-monthly ACA webinars, weekly eNews, Blog posts and trending 

conversations on the ACA LinkedIn Group and Twitter feeds. Free to ACA members.  

4. Use the ACA Knowledge Center to get investment answers including reports and topical presentations presented by 

members-for members, in addition to angel investing industry data and analysis. Free to members.  

5. Take advantage of ACA-only discounts through ACA service partners and sponsors including deeply discounted 
access to workflow platforms and access to webinar and industry data tools for groups and portfolio companies, and 

many others (see partner handout for current offers).  

6. Benefit from ACA representation in the halls of Congress and regulatory agencies on issues that affect American 
angel investing. In addition receive early information and actiona-ble tools to make it easy to share your views with 

legislators and regulators.  

7. Build your angel investing team and toolkit by using ACA resources to meet, learn from and connect to 

experienced and active angels that are dealing with the same issues, questions, concerns, challenges as you. 

 

The most important added bonus—Remember, all members of ACA groups are automatically ACA members with 

access to all member benefits! 

The Angel Capital Association is a great place for angels to get smart and get smart fast through amazing meetings and 

sharing of best practices and the wisdom of angel groups. 

- Brian Cohen  

Chairman of the New York Angels  
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